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... underlying...this is a cancerous problem often mentioned only in private.  I believe it is a substantial
unacknowledged reason for our emigration loss.

Are the skilled people flooding out of New Zealand just misjudging everything? Are the partial
replacements, the immigrants with fewer options, lower skills and more limited horizons, smarter
about this country’s future because they want to come? Or do they just have few options? The sinister

fact is that we have a deeply racist Government. New Zealanders know that they see everything
through a race prism. They are pandering to instincts and passions that have wrought evil wherever
they have been let loose.  No one has been able to control race-consciousness once it has been

deliberately fostered.

Our forebears quarried notions of citizenship from Roman successes in integrating a polyglot empire.

Citizenship transcended culture and ethnic identity.    Indeed, the nation state was evolved in countries
with serious potential racial tensions, to ensure that national loyalties overcame tribal passions. Now
the Government has set out to foster division.

I was at the Constitutional Hui supported by the Government in April this year. Pakeha New
Zealanders have little idea of the gulf between the thinking of the elite and the common sense of

ordinary New Zealanders. Mr Bolger, for example, promoted again his idea of a second chamber, but
this time with the view that Maori would have at least 50% of the seats so that they could veto
anything Maori didn’t like.

Attorney General Margaret Wilson, in charge of Treaty matters, has decided to bypass the Waitangi
Tribunal and is about to go on a propaganda tour. She wants us to accept what is cunningly called

“contemporary Treaty issues”. By that they mean their project to infiltrate Treaty ‘race’ privileges into
all law.

They cannot achieve that openly by referendum. So they are working law by law. They want a state in
which all powers exercise by negotiation among elite representatives of racially-defined groups.

I quote Margaret Wilson describing the goal in a paper she wrote in 1995. It is to enable “the whole
issue of Maori sovereignty to be debated in the Courts in a variety of circumstances... [to] give the
Courts an opportunity to judge all legislation against the provisions of the Treaty to see if it

conformed with its terms”.



In our Cabinet are a few who sneer at the quaintness of notions such as ‘one person one vote’

democracy. They despise our inheritance of equality before the law.

At the Hui, a number of Maori had reservations about incorporating the Treaty in the Constitution

because it does not go far enough. For example, they are not comfortable with “the same rights and
the duties of citizenship [as British subjects to]  all the ordinary people of New Zealand”, which is
found clearly in Article 3 of the Treaty.

So we get Treaty clauses in the Health Bill, in our proposed Singapore Free Trade Agreement, to the
utter bemusement of the Singaporeans. We have a Minister endorsing the ludicrous Waitangi Tribunal

claims that Maori history was a holocaust exceeding the tragedies of other people. The Government
demanded that she stop using the word. The debate should have been about her beliefs.  We should
honour her for honesty and challenge the illogic. But no, the reaction was to gag her, for alerting us to

the thinking in Cabinet.

We have the Attorney General appointing Caren Wickliffe as a Judge despite her writings as recently

as April this year denying the legitimacy of the government and institutions in New Zealand.

We have law and practice that says merit in New Zealand is now out-ranked by membership of
inherited race or status groups.

We have Ministers retaining office despite scandals such as the $200,000 to be spent on a road to
nowhere for the benefit of her friends. We have two standards of expected political behaviour

depending on the colour of your skin.  One colour can advocate thinly-disguised separate development
theory, which would have been a scandal only twenty years ago when we were busy reforming South
Africa.

Bu we should not blame the radicalised Maori. Appeasement has tempted them to push until they find
resistance. I would have taken the same course, in their shoes, 30 years ago. All they have found is

candy floss. By not crying halt, moderate Pakeha and Maori alike are betraying their own values.
Most of us believe in universally-desirable values promotion on merit, equality before the law, colour
blindness of the state, a neutral independent judiciary, intellectual honesty,  hard work,  thrift, personal

responsibility and responsibility for your families. All are under attack by theories that force us to
look at all performance only through a race prism.

Until New Zealanders stop looking the other way, until the candy-floss Pakeha and Maori leaders are
replaced by people not cowed by the nasty names they will be called. Until they get over their fear of
being called bigots by people who are bigots, we could continue to be puzzled by people migrating

from this lifestyle paradise.



Even if we fixed all the other things until this cancer is burned out, our children will decide to stay
away.

Fiddling with racist “gaps” programmes while our values corrode will see us fall off the vitality map.
We will sit in a kind of lifestyle rest home, fearfully watching rising crime, lowering aspirations and
politically correct self-delusion justify the stream of skilled families departing. I am optimistic that the

reaction process is finally starting. The silver lining to this Government is that its debacles may show
voters the risks of supporting asking for candy floss.

If this Government vaccinates New Zealanders for a decade or two against soft option slogans, if it
unmasks the candy floss politicians for a generation, then the cost to the country might have been
worthwhile.
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